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permeates all aspects of public, 
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bank cards, satnav, and weather 

radar... IT has become completely 
indispensable.”  

 
 

“But to guarantee the reliability and 
quality of constantly bigger and more 
complicated IT, we will need to find 

answers to some fundamental 
questions.” 
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Reduction of Complexity by Integration ���
	


27.	   	   	  

One	  example	  of	  the	  reduction	  of	  complexity	  is	  the	  integration	  of	  numerous	  networks	  
that	  currently	  operate	  independently	  and	  without	  any	  coordination,	  sometimes	  via	  the	  
very	  same	  cable.	  By	  combining	  services	  such	  as	  telephony,	  television,	  data,	  and	  comput-
ing	  capacity	  within	  a	  single	  network,	  we	  can	  cut	  down	  on	  complexity,	  energy	  consump-
tion	  and	  maintenance,	  provide	  new	  services,	  and	  make	  the	  overall	  provision	  of	  services	  
more	  reliable.

There	  are	  also	  many	  questions	  at	  a	  deeper	  level.	  How	  can	  we	  describe	  and	  analyse	  
complex	  information	  systems	  effectively?	  How	  can	  we	  specify	  and	  measure	  the	  quality	  
and	  reliability	  of	  a	  system?	  How	  can	  we	  combine	  various	  different	  systems?	  How	  can	  
we	  design	  systems	  in	  which	  separate	  processors	  can	  co-‐operate	  ef iciently	  via	  mutual	  
network	  connections	  within	  a	  much	  larger	  whole?	  Can	  we	  design	  information	  systems	  
that	  can	  diagnose	  their	  own	  malfunctions	  and	  perhaps	  even	  repair	  them?	  How	  can	  we	  
specify,	  predict,	  and	  measure	  system	  performance	  as	  effectively	  as	  possible?

In	  recent	  decades,	  Dutch	  researchers	  have	  been	  among	  the	   leaders	   in	   the	   ield	  of	  
IT.	  That	  gives	  this	  country	  a	  sound	  basis	  for	  achieving	  new	  breakthroughs,	  not	  only	  in	  
the	  form	  of	  exciting	  applications	  but	  also	  by	   inding	  answers	  to	  pressing	  basic	  scienti ic	  
questions.

By combining services such as telephony, television, data, and computing 
capacity within a single network, we can cut down on complexity, energy 
consumption and maintenance.  
•  How can we describe and analyze complex information systems effectively? 
•  How can we specify and measure the quality and reliability of a system? 

•  How can we combine various different systems? 
•  How can we design systems in which separate processors can co-operate 

efficiently via mutual network connections within a much larger whole? 

•  Can we design information systems that can diagnose their own 
malfunctions and perhaps even repair them? 

•  How can we specify, predict, and measure system 
performance as effectively as possible?  

http://www.knaw.nl/Content/Internet_KNAW/publicaties/pdf/20111029.pdf 

SNE addresses a.o. the highlighted questions! 



Internet	

From a network experiment that never ended (Vint Cerf) 

1974:  for the first time the word internet (RFC 675 - Specification of Internet 
Transmission Control Program) [note -> Open process!] 

1981: the TCP/IP standard was ready to be adopted (RFC 791,792,793) 
To a network for society 

1989: WWW was born 
2010  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jan 2011 à IANA IPv4 address space depleted!  à 

Ipv6day.nl 





GPU cards are distruptive!	


500$ 

20.000.000$ 

Top 500 
 

#1 

#500 

7 year 



Data storage: doubling every 1.5 year!	




Reliable and Safe!	

This omnipresence of IT makes us not only strong but also 
vulnerable. 
•  A virus, a hacker, or a system failure can instantly send digital 

shockwaves around the world.  

The hardware and software that allow all our 
systems to operate is becoming bigger and more 
complex all the time, and the capacity of networks 
and data storage is increasing by leaps and 
bounds. 

We will soon reach the limits of 
what is currently feasible and 
controllable.  

http://www.knaw.nl/Content/Internet_KNAW/publicaties/pdf/20111029.pdf 



Multiple colors / Fiber	


Per fiber: ~ 80-100 colors * 50 GHz	

Per color: 10 – 40 – 100 Gbit/s	

BW * Distance ~ 2*1017 bm/s	


Wavelength Selective Switch 

New: Hollow Fiber!	

è less RTT!	




Wireless Networks	




Mission SNE	

Can we create smart and safe data processing infrastructures that 
can be tailored to diverse application needs? 	

•  Capacity	


–  Bandwidth on demand, QoS, architectures, photonics, performance	

•  Capability	


–  Programmability, virtualization, complexity, semantics, workflows	


•  Security	

–  Authorization, Anonymity, integrity of data in distributed data processing	


•  Sustainability	

–  Greening infrastructure, awareness	


•  Resilience	

–  Systems under attack, failures, disasters	


	




Internet���
developments	


… more users! 

… more data! 

… more realtime! 
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… more users! 

… more data! 

… more realtime! 

SNE @ UvA	
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SNE @ UvA	
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ATLAS detector @ CERN Geneve	


Henk 
Ingrid & 



ATLAS detector @ CERN Geneve	




Technol	

100000 flops/byte 

10 Pflops/s 

Status 2002! 



Big and small flows don’t go well 
together on the same wire! L	




Nortel  CIENA Confidential --------	
--------	


Diagram for SAGE video streaming to ATS 

Ethernet/Optical Network 

Lab 10, Nortel UvA, Amsterdam 

Internet 

MERS 

MERS 

MERS 

Streaming Server Content Portal 100 TB 
Storage 

Regular Browser 

 
 

Content Request 

Super-High-Definition 
Content on PBT pipes 

MERS 

Netherlight 
Canarie 

SAGE Servers SAGE Display 

1 Gbps 1 Gbps 

User 

Content Choice 

UvA, Amsterdam 

MERS 

MERS 

MERS 

comp 
clusters 

Traffic Generators 



Nortel  CIENA Confidential --------	
--------	


Experimental Data 

10 Second Traffic  
bursts with No PBT 

10 Second Traffic  
bursts with PBT 

PBT is SIMPLE and EFFECTIVE  
technology to build a shared Media-Ready Network 

Sage without 
background 
traffic 

Sage with 
background 
traffic 



Alien light���
From idea to 
realisation!	


40Gb/s alien wavelength transmission via a 
multi-vendor 10Gb/s DWDM infrastructure

New method to present fiber link quality, FoM (Figure 
of Merit)
In order to quantify optical link grade, we propose a new 
method of representing system quality: the FOM (Figure 
of Merit) for conca tenated fiber spans.

Easy-to-use formula that accurately quantifies 
transmission system performance

Lj, span losses in dB
N, number of spans

Transmission system setup
JOINT SURFnet/NORDUnet 40Gb/s PM-QPSK alien wave-
length DEMONSTRATION.

Conclusions
-  We have investigated experimentally the all-optical 

transmission of a 40Gb/s PM-QPSK alien wavelength 
via a concatenated native and third party DWDM 
system that both were carrying live 10Gb/s wave-
lengths.

-  The end-to-end transmission system consisted of 
1056 km of TWRS (TrueWave Reduced Slope) trans-
mission fiber.

-  We demonstrated error-free transmission (i.e. BER 
below 10-15) during a 23 hour period.

-  More detailed system performance analysis will be 
presented in an upcoming paper.

Test results

Alien wavelength advantages
-  Direct connection of customer equipment[1]  
‡ cost savings

- Avoid OEO regeneration ‡ power savings
- Faster time to service[2] ‡ time savings
-  Support of different modulation formats[3]  
‡ extend network lifetime

Alien wavelength challenges
-  Complex end-to-end optical path engineering in 

terms of linear (i.e. OSNR, dispersion) and non-linear 
(FWM, SPM, XPM, Raman) transmission effects for 
different modulation formats.

- Complex interoperability testing.
-  End-to-end monitoring, fault isolation and resolution.
- End-to-end service activation.

In this demonstration we will investigate the perfor-
mance of a 40Gb/s PM-QPSK alien wavelength instal-
led on a 10Gb/s DWDM infrastructure.

REFERENCES    [1] “OPERATIONAL SOLUTIONS FOR AN OPEN DWDM LAYER”, O. GERSTEL ET AL, OFC’2009  |  [2] “AT&T OPTICAL TRANSPORT SERVICES”, BARBARA E. SMITH, OFC’09 
[3] “OPEX SAVINGS OF ALL-OPTICAL CORE NETWORKS”, ANDREW LORD AND CARL ENGINEER, ECOC2009  |  [4] NORTEL/SURFNET INTERNAL COMMUNICATION

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS  WE ARE GRATEFUL TO NORDUNET FOR PROVIDING US WITH BANDWIDTH ON THEIR DWDM LINK FOR THIS EXPERIMENT AND ALSO FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND ASSISTANCE  
DURING THE EXPERIMENTS. WE ALSO ACKNOWLEDGE TELINDUS AND NORTEL FOR THEIR INTEGRATION WORK AND SIMULATION SUPPORT



ClearStream @ TNC2011 
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Visit CIENA Booth 
surf to http://tnc11.delaat.net 



From GLIF October 2010 @ CERN 



Results (rtt = 17 ms) 
o  Single flow iPerf  1 core  ->  21 Gbps 

o  Single flow iPerf  1 core  <>  ->  15+15 Gbps 

o Multi flow iPerf 2 cores   ->  25 Gbps 

o Multi flow iPerf 2 cores   <>  ->  23+23 Gbps 

o DiViNe      <>  ->  11 Gbps 

o Multi flow iPerf + DiVine  ->  35 Gbps 

o Multi flow iPerf + DiVine <>  ->  35 + 35 Gbps  

 



Performance Explained 

o  Mellanox 40GE card is PCI-E 2.0 8x (5GT/s) 
o  40Gbit/s raw throughput but …. 
o  PCI-E is a network-like protocol 

n  8/10 bit encoding -> 25% overhead -> 32Gbit/s 
maximum data throughput 

n  Routing information 
o  Extra overhead from IP/Ethernet framing 
o  Server architecture matters! 

n  4P system performed worse in multithreaded 
iperf 



Server Architecture	


DELL R815	

4 x AMD Opteron 6100	


Supermicro X8DTT-HIBQF 	

2 x Intel Xeon 	




CPU Topology benchmark	
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 e -Very Large Base Interferometer	




eEVN: European VLBI Network 

1-30 
Gbps 

Data processing 
centre: Dwingeloo 

16 Gbps (2005) 

China 

USA 

South 
Africa 

Russia 

asymmetric    star topology 

Slide courtesy of Richard Schilizzi <schilizzi@jive.nl> 



Telescopes 

 

Input nodes 

 

Correlator nodes 

 

Output node 

 

 

 

..... 
16 Gbit/s - 2 Tflop è 

THIS IS A DATA FLOW 
PROBLEM !!! 

 
Research: 

 
 

SCARIe: a research project to create a Software Correlator for e-VLBI. 
VLBI Correlation: signal processing technique to get high precision image from 

spatially distributed radio-telescope. 
 

The SCARIe project 

allow SCARIe application running on grids with such future demands, we need to provide the following grid characteristics: 
� Control the optical networks between radio-telescopes and the grids facilities; 
� Constant throughput between the nodes involved in SCARIe application; 
� Flexibility in choosing specific network characteristics to be guaranteed (e.g., low-delay, high throughput, etc); 
� Ability to add/remove nodes on the fly during the experiment due to the change in the application requirements in 

terms of both networking and computational resources. 
A grid could provide such networking characteristics if the network resources are integrated into the grid middleware. Hence, 

network resources can be claimed dynamically by any application, similar to the computational resources are in used nowadays. 

Network control in distributed computing 

We propose to provide control over network resources in distributed computing by (1) enhancing a grid middleware with a 
network broker and (2) use a programmable network that manipulates the traffic according to the requested network services. We 
used WS-VLAM [4], a grid workflow execution environment, to support coordinated execution of distributed Grid-enabled 
components combined in a workflow. Each Grid application is encapsulated in a container, which takes care of state updates to the 
workflow system and provides an execution environment that allows the manipulation of various aspects of the application. WS-
VLAM was extended with support for network resource management with the aid of a network broker. NetBroker uses streamline 
[5] as a traffic manipulation system installed in every distributed node. 

In Figure 2, the architecture we propose adds a Network Broker (NetBroker) component (5) with functions similar to grid 
brokers (4). The NetBroker acts as a single point of access to network resource management and provides capabilities to query 
and request network resources. The workflow engine is extended with an additional service to include discovery, allocation and 

provisioning of network resources and services via the NetBroker. 
�

The framework of the grid middleware extended with network management support works 
as follows: 

1 - User deploys an experiment: application & basic infrastructure requirements; 
2 - WS-VLAM maps the experiment using Actuator onto available Grid resources which 
were detected by Profiler; 
3 - Control loops may occur in which WS-VLAM is a controller to adjust the resources 
such as to solve the applications demands regardless of the environment changes; 
4 - Broker manages the computational resources; 
5 - NetBroker programs the networking infrastructure of Grid; 
 
Each grid node supports the applications running under WS-VLAM supervision and 
provides the application-specific network services through application-components ACs as 
supported by network elements NEs. 

Experiments and Results 

We setup a test bed to experiment with the effectiveness of our approach. All the nodes in the test bed run Globus Toolkit 4 and 
the programmable network software at the kernel level. The network broker and WS-VLAM run on separate machines over a 
control network. Figure 3 shows our test bed in which nodes are 
interconnected through two networks, as follows: the default 
network uses a shared 100Mbit switch and the second network 
uses an IDXP2850 network processor unit programmed to route 
IP packets at 1Gbps. 

Figure 4 shows a screenshot from the workflow manager with 
multiple workflows. The workflow manager starts workflows 
one by one: 1, 2, 3. When the network performance (throughput) 
measured by an application decreases below a certain threshold, 
the application will request better connectivity to WS-VLAM. 
WS-VLAM will then offload the resources of the requesting 
application from the 192.168.1.x network onto the 10.10.0.x 
network (e.g. path 4 moves to the 1Gbps network), yielding 
improved performance. 

The performance of our test bed is illustrated in Figure 5. Due 
to the shared 100Mbps, the per-path performance decreases 
while more paths are established and exchange data traffic at maximum. The switch offers one single network service: best effort. 
The application running in the workflow (bwMeter in Figure 4) measures the throughput and when it reaches a programmable LO 
threshold, it sends a request for more resources to WS-VLAM. Next, NOS receives a demand for better paths and decides to 
create alternative paths over 1Gbps network. Then we see that the throughput as measured by bwMeter increases in the second 
part of Figure 5.  

 
Figure 2. Grid architecture that includes 
programmable network services.  

�

Figure 3. Setup of network connectivity in the test bed and first experiment. 
The network broker accesses the nodes over a separate control plane.  



LOFAR as a Sensor Network	

–  LOFAR is a large distributed research 

infrastructure:	

•  Astronomy:	


–  >100 phased array stations	

–  Combined in aperture synthesis array	

–  13,000 small “LF” antennas	

–  13,000 small “HF” tiles	


•  Geophysics:	

–  18 vibration sensors per station	

–  Infrasound detector per station	


•  >20 Tbit/s generated digitally	

•  >40 Tflop/s supercomputer	

•  innovative software systems	


–  new calibration approaches	

–  full distributed control	

–  VO and Grid integration	

–  datamining and visualisation	


Slide courtesy of Marco de Vos (LOFAR) 

20 flops/byte 

2 Tflops/s 
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Why is more resolution is better? 
1. More Resolution Allows Closer Viewing of Larger Image 
2. Closer Viewing of Larger Image Increases Viewing Angle 
3. Increased Viewing Angle Produces Stronger Emotional Response 



Moving Big Data Objects Globally 
o Digital Motion Picture for Audio Post-Production 

n  1 TV Episode Dubbing Reference ~ 1 GB 
n  1 Theatrical 5.1 Final Mix ~ 8 GB 
n  1 Theatrical Feature Dubbing reference ~ 30 GB 
 

o Digital Motion Picture Acquisition 
n  4K RGB x 24 FPS x 10bit/color: ~ 48MB/Frame uncompressed (ideal) 
n  6:1 ~ 20:1 shooting ratios => 48TB ~  160TB digital camera originals 
 

o Digital Dailies  
n  HD compressed MPEG-2 @ 25 ~ 50 Mb/s 
 

o Digital Post-production and Visual Effects 
n  Gigabytes - Terabytes to Select Sites Depending on Project  

o Digital Motion Picture Distribution  
n  Film Printing in Regions 

o Features ~ 8TB  
o Trailers ~ 200GB 

n  Digital Cinema Package to Theatres 
o Features ~ 100 - 300GB per DCP 
o Trailers ~ 2 - 4GB per  DCP 



Yesterday’s Media Transport Method!	


8 TByte	






There 
is 

always 
a 

bigger 
fish	




The GLIF – LightPaths around the World 

F Dijkstra, J van der Ham, P Grosso, C de Laat, “A path finding implementation for multi-layer 
networks”, Future Generation Computer Systems 25 (2), 142-146. 



The GLIF – LightPaths around the World 

F Dijkstra, J van der Ham, P Grosso, C de Laat, “A path finding implementation for multi-layer 
networks”, Future Generation Computer Systems 25 (2), 142-146. 



The GLIF – LightPaths around the World 

•  GLIF 2011 Visualization courtesy of Bob Patterson, NCSA 
Data collection by Maxine Brown. 

We investigate:           for	

complex networks!	




LinkedIN for Infrastructure	

•  From semantic Web / Resource Description Framework. 
•  The RDF uses XML as an interchange  syntax. 
•  Data is described by triplets (Friend of a Friend): 

Object Subject 
Predicate 

Location	
 Device	
 Interface	
 Link	

name	
 description	
 locatedAt	
 hasInterface	


connectedTo	
 capacity	
 encodingType	
 encodingLabel	


Object 
Subject 

Subject 
Object 
Subject 

Object 
Subject 

Object 
Subject 



NetherLight in RDF	

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>	

<rdf:RDF xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"	


	
xmlns:ndl="http://www.science.uva.nl/research/air/ndl#">	

<!-- Description of Netherlight -->	

<ndl:Location rdf:about="#Netherlight">	


	
<ndl:name>Netherlight Optical Exchange</ndl:name>	

</ndl:Location>	

<!-- TDM3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net -->	

<ndl:Device rdf:about="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net">	


	
<ndl:name>tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net</ndl:name>	

	
<ndl:locatedAt rdf:resource="#amsterdam1.netherlight.net"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:501/1"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:501/3"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:501/4"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:503/1"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:503/2"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:503/3"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:503/4"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:504/1"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:504/2"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:504/3"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:504/4"/>	

	
<ndl:hasInterface rdf:resource="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:501/2"/>	


<!-- all the interfaces of TDM3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net --> 
 

<ndl:Interface rdf:about="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:501/1"> 
 <ndl:name>tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:POS501/1</ndl:name> 

 <ndl:connectedTo rdf:resource="#tdm4.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:5/1"/> 
 </ndl:Interface> 

<ndl:Interface rdf:about="#tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:501/2"> 
 <ndl:name>tdm3.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:POS501/2</ndl:name> 

 <ndl:connectedTo rdf:resource="#tdm1.amsterdam1.netherlight.net:12/1"/> 
 </ndl:Interface> 
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Path between interfaces A1 and E1: 
    A1-A2-B1-B4-D4-D2-C3-C4-C1-C2-B2-B3-D3-D1-E2-
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Multi-layer Network PathFinding	


Scaling: Combinatorial problem   



Automated GOLE + NSI 	
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Thanks Jerry Sobieski 



Network	  Topology	  DescripGon	  

? NSI NSI

NML NML

Network	  topology	  research	  supporGng	  automaGc	  network	  provisioning	  
•  Inter-‐domain	  networks	  
•  MulGple	  technologies	  
•  Based	  on	  incomplete	  informaGon	  
•  Possibly	  linked	  to	  other	  resources	  

hMp://redmine.ogf.org/projects/nml-‐wg	  
hMp://redmine.ogf.org/projects/nsi-‐wg	   hMp://sne.science.uva.nl/ndl	  



Need for GreenIT	




Greening the Processing System	






ECO-Scheduling	




I	  want	  to	  

“Show	  Big	  Bug	  Bunny	  in	  4K	  on	  my	  Tiled	  Display	  using	  
green	  Infrastructure”	  

	  
•  Big	  Bugs	  Bunny	  can	  be	  on	  mulGple	  servers	  on	  the	  Internet.	  
•  Movie	  may	  need	  processing	  /	  recoding	  to	  get	  to	  4K	  for	  Tiled	  Display.	  
•  Needs	  determinisGc	  Green	  infrastructure	  for	  Quality	  of	  Experience.	  
•  Consumer	  /	  ScienGst	  does	  not	  want	  to	  know	  the	  underlying	  details.	  

è	  	  His	  refrigerator	  also	  just	  works.	  



GRID/Cloud	  
CompuGng	  

Service	  Plane	  

eScience	  Middleware	  

	  Chromium	  
CGLX	  

	  SAGE	  
MTP	  

	  WebServ	  
INSPIRE	  

	  WSRF	  
SensorML	  

	  Hadoop	  
Storm	  

PerfSonar	  
ICMP	  

SNMP	  
OpenFlow	  

NSI	  	  

	  GIR	  
UR	  

	  OCCI	  
JSDL	  

Cassandra	  
	  iRODs	  

OGSA-‐DAIS	  

Domain	  
Apps	  
	  

Domain	  
Apps	  
	  

Domain	  
Apps	  
	  

Domain	  
Apps	  
	  

+	  Machine	  Learning	  +	  Reasoning	  +	  Scheduling	  +	  …	  

…	  	  	  …	  



RDF describing Infrastructure���
“I want”	


content 
content 

RDF/CG!
RDF/CG!

RDF/ST!

RDF/NDL!

RDF/NDL!

RDF/VIZ!

RDF/CPU!

Application: find video containing x, 
then trans-code to it view on Tiled Display 



Monitoring	  

RDF	  SemanQc	  
descripQons	  

Context	  
informaQon	  

Logging	  
History	  

Policy	  

APP	  
Feedback	  

I	  Want	  
….	  

Cloud	  
CompuGng	  

Graph	  Theory	  

Machine	  
Learning	  

Sustainability	  



Why?	


Because we can! 

Why?	




Paper #1 + Q’s	

TRANSLIGHT 	


A GLOBAL-SCALE LAMBDAGRID FOR E-SCIENCE 	

This global experiment wants to see if high-end applications 
needing transport capacities of multiple Gbps for up to hours 
at a time can be handled through an optical bypass network. 	


	

Tom DeFanti, Cees de Laat, Joe Mambretti, Kees Neggers, 

Bill St. Arnaud.	

 Communications of the ACM, Volume 46, Issue 11 

(November 2003), Pages: 34 – 41.���
http://delaat.net/pubs/2003-j-6.pdf	




Paper #1 + Q’s	

•  Q1: This article is now 10 years old. Back then Twitter did not 

exist.  What do you think will be the drivers for network capacity 
demand in Science and Society 10 years from now? 
 

•  Q2:  List arguments why one would use photonic networks 
directly in science applications and arguments why not tu use 
photonics directly but use current Internet. 

•  Q3: This question is not directly from this paper but fun to figure 
out via search on the web: Fiber cable systems under the 
ocean are very expensive and cost 100’s of millions to put in 
place. How many fibers do they put in one cable and why that 
amount? 



Paper #2 + Q’s	

A distributed topology information system for optical 

networks based on the semantic web.	

Jeroen van der Ham, Freek Dijkstra, Paola Grosso, 
Ronald van der Pol, Andree Toonk, Cees de Laat	


Elsevier Journal on Optical Switching and 
Networking, Volume 5, Issues 2-3, June 2008, pp 

85-93. 	

http://delaat.net/pubs/2008-j-4.pdf	




Paper #2 + Q’s	

•  Q1: Suppose this method of describing networks is a total 

worldwide success and allows to find superfast networking 
paths through the CI (CyberInfrastructure). The question 
becomes: Does it scale? Can you find reasons why and/or why 
not it could scale up to the size of the internet?  

•  Q2:  Are the described methods and framework fault tolerant? If 
not, then list the issues in your view. What do you see best 
ways to do something about it. 

•  Q3: List advantages of NDL, or more generically, using 
semantic web methods for describing cyber infrastructure? 



The constant factor in our field is Change!	

	


The 50 years it took Physicists to find one particle, the Higgs, 
we came from:	


“Fortran goto”, Unix, c, SmallTalk, DECnet, TCP/IP, c++,  
Internet, WWW, Semantic Web, Photonic networks, Google, 

grid, cloud, Data^3, App	

to:	


 DDOS attacks destroying Banks and Bitcoins.	

	


Conclusion:	

Need for Safe, Smart, Resilient Sustainable Infrastructure.	



